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IMPACT ON THE PROPERTY MARKET

There is still a strong indication that property investors are struggling to maintain tenants and keep vacancy rates at acceptable levels. This is
occurring in an economic environment that seems to show little improvement. The retail sector has strengthened somewhat, but market
commentators are suggesting that this could be short‐lived.
The global picture remains largely unchanged; indebted governments, weak demand and low liquidity in
3%
the banking arena continue to dictate weak or negative economic growth. At home, as in most emerging
Q2 2012
economies we are still growing, albeit at conservative rates. 2012 forecasts for SA growth have recently
QOQ ∆
been cut to 2.7% by the Reserve Bank, driven by the negative effects from our trading partners’ troubles,
(Unadjusted)
a current account deficit shock and recent unrest in the mining industry. While the light of the SA
economy is still managing to burn through the fog of uncertainty, the fog seems to be thickening.
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Stable inflation and lacklustre business confidence do not bode well for the South African economy.
However, the Reserve Bank is unlikely to make any further cuts in the short term, as it left the rate
unchanged at the last MPC meeting. Most of the market is expecting no change until 2013.
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An environment of rising costs and falling consumer confidence has been placing downward pressure on
inflation since May. Contraction was 60bp last month, which brought inflation to 4.9%. However, rising
costs have pushed inflation up 10bp in August, another negative sign for the economy.
Following a marginal improvement in the previous month to 4.2%, growth of manufacturing production
slowed to 0.8% in June, highlighting the fragile state of the sector that faces weak demand from
overseas importers and cautious consumers fuelling weak demand at home.
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Retail saw growth improve yet again in June following an improvement in May. While a healthy figure
for June was registered, the fragile state of consumer confidence due mainly to uncertainty in the
economy cannot be discounted at this stage. Consumer confidence according to the FNB/BER Index fell
to ‐3 in Q2 2012, from +5 in the previous quarter.
House price deflation continued in June according to the ABSA HPI for medium‐sized houses, albeit at a
slightly slower pace that in May where a revised figure of ‐3.7% was recorded. Consumers are unlikely to
be running to purchase houses in the current economic climate, and those that do will find it tough to
get their bonds approved.
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The weak state of the housing market is reflected in this month’s contraction of plans passed, down
from growth of 7.48% in the previous month. Current stock is not selling strongly which means
developers will be very cautious in bringing any new projects to the market.
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The hangover from the market slowdown can be seen to persist this month as the contraction of supply
continued, down from very marginal growth in the previous month.
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Activity in the commercial property market saw a significant boost this month, compared to the same
month last year. While there is limited demand for space in the current market, when a market is
depressed good opportunities can be had. If a project is timed right one can do very well, and this spike
probably reflects a few hardy developers who have identified such opportunities.
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Following strong growth in May, supply contracted this month, reflecting low levels of development
activity in the past few years. Some construction that can be seen in prime nodes may be slightly
misleading and is usually tenant driven, such as the new Standard Bank office in Rosebank.
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The MFA/BER building cost index ticked upwards in Q1 2012 from a revised figure of 10.3% in at the end of
2011. This is somewhat surprising given the state of the construction industry but indicates that the slight
improvements in construction activity in some nodes and infrastructure development had a positive impact
for the beginning of 2012. The remainder of the year remains uncertain though.

The Cement and Concrete Institute has been allowed to publish statistics on cement sales again, but on a
quarterly basis only. Sales are performing relatively well considering the state of the construction
6.7%
industry, although state infrastructure projects are likely to make up a large portion of business for
Q1 2012
cement producers. Q1 growth is only slightly down on growth of 7.1% in Q4 2011. Considering 2011 saw
YOY ∆
overall growth of only 3.3% compared to 2010, this performance is a good sign for the construction
industry.
We are now placing the non–residential sector between 6 o’clock and 9 o’clock, with the retail and industrial sector leading the way. We have
shifted the industrial sector ahead of the office sector; it is unlikely that this scenario will alter significantly for the rest of 2012.

Quote of the Month

Dr Raymond Torto, CBRE Global Chief Economist on global office markets; "We believe the recoveries in commercial real estate are
only delayed not denied, as new construction pipelines are sparse except in a select number of markets."

Graph of the Month
(see below)

The Graph of the Month shows value of non‐residential plans passed over the past six years and H2 2012 according to Stats SA. This is an
important indicator of activity in the commercial property market. When we see an uptick in the value of projects gaining planning permission, as
in 2011 and the first half of 2012, it indicates a positive shift of sentiment in the market as stakeholders begin to plan new projects.
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ABSA, FNB, C&CI, BER, IPD, SAPOA, Stats SA, Kagiso /BER PMI
(*) Note: A green arrow can mean that the figure is still negative, but is improving
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